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Abstract

The emergence of large-scale Internet services has fueled a trend toward large-scale systems composed of geographically distributed clusters. Managing resource allocations and resource usage is an important task for such services.

Resource allocations and resource usage management mechanisms for services running across clusters play vital roles in the performance of the entire system, economical sustainability of the provider, and level of customers satisfaction provided by the system. However, when providing the utmost customer satisfaction the service provider ought to make sure not to over-commit resources beyond the agreed limit between the customer and the provider. Moreover, statistics of resources consumed by different services should be monitored and collected using an efficient mechanism with minimal overhead and interference on the system and the services. Thus, resource usage collection and allocations mechanisms should impose economical constraints to both sides, the customer and the cloud provider.

This thesis focuses on decentralized resource allocation and resource usage management for services running in multi cluster environments. Theoretical as well as experimental results indicate that our proposed approaches provide efficient management of resources for services running in a large-scale geographically distributed systems.
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Internet technologies are transforming industries and our culture today at a rapid pace with no sign of slowing down. Today’s Internet applications (hereafter services) are complex software systems consisting of a large number of individual applications which are integrated together to provide complex end-user services such as Web-based email, search, social networks, news, and e-commerce.

These services require so much computing and storage power that they are a natural fit for a massive computing infrastructures. The emergence of these large-scale Internet services has fueled a trend toward cloud computing.

The computing platform required for such large-scale services can consist of hundreds or thousands of commodity machines [5, 19, 27]. This number will continue to grow in the foreseeable future as the demand of services for more resources is growing [41].

The resources in these large-scale distributed systems are divided into multiple management units, termed clusters, that are geographically dispersed around the world. Each cluster, in turn, can consist of hundreds or even thousands of nodes.

The management of the infrastructures to efficiently provision resources to services is a challenging task. At this scale, there are always a significant number of servers and network components that fail at any given time. Besides, the need to integrate several heterogeneous environments introduces new levels of complexity. To a growing degree, services are expected to be self-configuring and self-managing, and as the range of permissible configurations grows, this undertaking becomes very complex.

Clusters should not be simply considered as heterogeneous collections of commodity hardware co-located and wired-up together in a single building. Rather, each cluster should be considered an aggregation of commodity machines in a seamless and transparent fashion that forms a single computing unit [5, 20]. This aggregation of thousands of commodity-class machines into a single computing unit provides an illusion of an operating system running on top of an infrastructure of tens of thousands of servers. This vision for large-scale systems
can only be fully realized through advancement in the software management layer [36].

The management layer is responsible for different tasks such as deployment of services to hardware resources, resource allocation management (enforcement of quotas), scheduling, monitoring, load balancing, resource usage collection and handling component failures, all without causing lots of overhead in the underlying system. This layer is also responsible for assuring performance, reliability, scalability, availability, latency, and fault tolerance requirements for each service.

The management layer itself must also be scalable, decentralized, fault tolerant and address the heterogeneity of underlying resources and services. Thus, the task of the management layer for a large-scale distributed system can be more complex than the services themselves. Consequently as the necessity of building complex, distributed services continues, building management tools for such systems becomes complex in itself [30, 33].

From the management tasks, this thesis, which consists of three papers, focuses on resource allocation and resource usage management for services running in multi-cluster environments. The goal is to monitor and manage resource allocations as well as collect and synchronize resource usage for services running across geographically distributed clusters in cloud computing environments.

Resource allocation management mechanisms are essential for controlling distributed shared resources so that services are not able to exceed their allocated or paid-for budget of credit, CPU hours, CPUs, RAM sizes, storage sizes, etc. Resource allocation management for a service not only needs mechanisms to control that the consumption of resources do not exceed certain allocation limits but also requires mechanisms for efficient and fair utilization and distribution of allocations among services running at different clusters. Thus, proper cloud wide monitoring and controlling of resource allocation must be in place in order not to over or under-provision resources. Papers I and II focus on managing allocations for services running across clusters.

Furthermore, run time monitoring data of each service should be collected and aggregated in order to maintain a single global state of the system which aids for further management activities such as accounting and billing, scheduling, load balancing, and network analysis. It is far more complicated to collect and aggregate information about all resources consumed across clusters as the management task itself may consume too much computing and network resources unless done properly. Paper III focuses on how to collect data across multiple clusters and provide consistency and synchronization mechanisms with the main goal of facilitating accounting and billing operations.

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the resource management problems that we address. Chapter 3 discusses the approach followed to address the problems. Chapter 4 summaries the contributions of this work. Chapter 5 outlines potential future directions. Finally, three papers produced in the course of the work are appended.
Chapter 2

Resource Management in Cloud Data centers

Recently, Internet computing technologies have emerged to provide large-scale computing farms based on utility computing service\(^1\) provisioning driven by efficiency and scalability needs which are known as cloud computing. There are different definitions and concepts of cloud computing\([1, 25, 35, 41]\). According to NIST\([25]\), cloud computing can be defined as a model for enabling convenient on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources such as CPU, networks, storage, and memory, which can be quickly provisioned and released with minimal management effort.

To facilitate management and locality cloud systems are usually built on an infrastructure that consists of multiple geographically distributed data centers. Each data center may have one or more clusters containing physical compute, storage and networking resources. Each cluster may also be composed of hundreds or thousands of nodes constructed from commodity machines and connected by commodity interconnect. On top of the infrastructure there is a management software layer deployed in each cluster.

Figure 1 shows a model that illustrates a cloud computing environment. We will use the following model throughout this thesis. The cloud customer deploys and runs services over a cloud infrastructure. A cloud customer can be seen as a service provider, who leases resources offered by an infrastructure provider to host services that will be used by end users or other service providers. The services are customers’ applications deployed across multiple clusters consuming resources and causing resource allocation demands for the cloud infrastructure. The cloud infrastructure is composed of geographically distributed clusters where each cluster is composed of many thousands of commodity servers connected

\(^1\)Utility computing service is a service provisioning model in which a service provider makes computing resources, for example for computation, storage and high level services, available to the customer as needed, and charges them for metered usage similar to water and electricity.
using low-latency Local-Area Network (LAN) [22]. The infrastructure provider is responsible for managing physical and virtual resources and controlling resource usage of each individual service running across multiple clusters. The focus of this thesis is on how to manage resource allocations and resource usage for customers’ services running across clusters.

Resource management is perhaps the most indispensable task of cloud computing [13, 20, 38]. Resource consumption of each service must be tracked to determine whether services are meeting their target service levels. Large-scale services often need more sophisticated and scalable resource usage monitoring and allocation support. It is important to collect resource consumption statistics across clusters to make further management decisions such as accounting and billing, scheduling, load balancing, and network analysis. For example, resource usage data need to be collected from several clusters in order to generate a single bill for a customer’s service consumption across the entire infrastructure.

Resource allocations and resource usage management mechanisms for services running across clusters play vital roles in the performance of the entire system, economical sustainability of the provider, and level of customers satisfaction. However, when providing the utmost customer satisfaction the service provider ought to make sure not to over-commit resources beyond the agreed limit between the customer and the provider [30, 38]. Moreover, resources consumed by different services should be monitored and collected using an efficient mechanism with minimal interference to the performance of the services [11, 17]. Thus, resource usage collection and allocations mechanisms should impose economical constraints to both sides, the customer and the cloud provider.

Resource allocation management is about assigning shared resources (such as CPU, network, storage, and credit) to services in a manner that satisfies service demands across multiple clusters while maintaining the aggregated global
limit. Resource allocation mechanisms in cloud computing guarantees that the requirements of services are met. In other words, the management mechanisms should ensure that resource consumption does not exceed the upper bound while simultaneously ensuring that services running in some clusters are not starved while the total consumption is below the upper bound. To this end, allocation mechanisms should know the status of service allocation across clusters and, based on that, intelligently apply algorithms to better distribute shares to services according to their runtime requirements [32, 37, 40]. The goal is to avoid both under- and over-provisioning of resources.

On the other hand, resource usage management is concerned with how data about resources consumed by services across clusters is collected and aggregated to have a single consistent global view for different purposes such as accounting and billing [10, 11], creating traces [34] and input for resource allocation [9]. Resource consumption data should be monitored continuously and need to be collected and synchronized to maintain a single consistent view of the data generated across different clusters. However, the synchronization mechanism involves a trade-off between consistency of the data and frequency of data synchronization since it has impact on the performance of the system.

The following sections discuss resource allocations and resource usage management in more detail.

2.1 Resource Allocations Management

Service owners may want to cap (put limits on the) maximum amount of resource allocations (such as total credit, storage quota, total number of CPUs, total CPU hours, number of VMs, IP addresses, and network connections) to be consumed in the cloud and the cloud provider should have a mechanism to enforce and properly allocate the limits across the services running on multiple clusters [26, 21].

Managing resource allocation limits in these large distributed systems is difficult as it requires maintaining a consistent view of total usage when resource consumption occurs concurrently at several clusters. Resource allocation management is essential so that services cannot exceed their allocated or paid-for budget. It may also enforce global allocation limits in order to solve problems such as spurious services that flood and overburden the system with dummy tasks while denying access to other services, and malicious services that launch distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks.

Resource consumption of services running on tens of thousands of nodes in different clusters must be properly monitored. Besides, resource allocations should be distributed across clusters optimally with the objective of minimizing the overhead associated with them while meeting service demands.
2.2 Resource Usage Management

Resource usage management involves monitoring, collecting, and aggregating information on consumption of resources, in order to facilitate decision making in cloud environments [7]. It requires a transparent and efficient management mechanisms to have consistent cloud wide view of the data. The degree to which resource usage must be managed, i.e., update frequency and granularity of monitored statistics information depends and varies according to the management task at hand.

Each service may use resources from multiple clusters and can generate a variety of runtime scenarios that, if not tracked and responded to, can make usage-based reporting and billing impossible. The resource usage has to be monitored, synchronized and aggregated to perform billing operations. Thus, for cloud services to be commercialized in support of the pay-as-you-go pattern, the cloud needs to support the ability for runtime usage across clusters to be accurately measured, collected and synchronized.

Therefore, an accounting and billing system that is capable of monitoring, collecting and processing usage data and metrics should be incorporated into the cloud architecture to enable the business model of cloud providers. Once services of customers are deployed to the cloud, it is critical to monitor its functions and track usage on an ongoing basis in order to determine how much customers are being charged for use of the cloud resources.
Chapter 3

Resource Usage and Allocations Management Approaches

Despite the significant challenges due to the scale and complexity of large-scale distributed systems, the IT industry has made great progress as can be seen in cloud computing and its evolution toward commoditization of the infrastructure. However, the abstraction of consolidated compute resources provided through the cloud model is only a partially sufficient response to dealing with this scale and complexity [16, 18]. The cloud model only solves the problem of having access to a large infrastructure. In order to fully realize the benefits an effective management model is also required.

Infrastructure providers find themselves in an era where customers expect that their services are delivered with certain requirements in performance, capacity, cost and geographical distribution. Recently, there has been much interest in software driven infrastructure management [15, 28]. The idea behind software driven infrastructure management is to have a software suite that provides a comprehensive abstraction of a complete large-scale distributed infrastructure similar to the abstraction provided by an operating system to the different components of a computer. However, traditional management mechanisms, tools and techniques fall short of the emerging software driven infrastructure requirements due to their limitation to scale [17].

Software driven management of infrastructures is rapidly becoming the new target for IT enablement, but this concept will only be fully realized through the advancement in the management mechanisms.

As discussed in Chapter 2, successful resource allocation and resource usage management of services at the cloud scale requires a rich set of global information and global control about each individual service running across

\[1\text{Commoditization is the transformation of computing resources to utility services.}\]
clusters. As the number of clusters and the size of services increase, the overhead in collecting, analyzing, and acting upon the associated data grows, and the need to develop an appropriate level of global knowledge about the state of services for decision making is required. The input data required to compute a timely response to changes in resource demands and settings increase unless appropriate management is in place.

The management layer can be designed in centralized or decentralized fashion as described below. Each approach has its own advantages and disadvantages and is affected by a number of factors such as size of the managed entities (e.g., of the clusters or services) and the amount of geographic dispersion.

### 3.1 Centralized Management

In this approach, a centralized manager keeps track of all available resources, collects usage from clusters and make decisions. In general the management functions and decision-making are concentrated at a central component. All clusters send messages requesting resources and reporting resource usage to the manager. The manager is responsible for allocation of resources to services and storing and processing resource usage data. With such centralized design, few decisions are required about the allocations and usage of resources.

The majority of cloud computing platforms rely on centralized architectures combined with a hierarchical system of governance [4, 13, 18]. The main advantage of this scheme is simplicity. Moreover, it eases consistency concerns and avoids conflicting decisions by providing central control over the whole system.

However, centralized management presents the well-known problems of single point of failure and single point of congestion. Moreover, the centralized manager is burdened with multiple decisions for all clusters and a lot of communication needs to take place from different clusters hindering the performance of the whole system. Thus, as the system size increases, the centralized manager gets heavily loaded and becomes a bottleneck. It may also limit concurrency. In general, it suffers from poor availability, lack of fault tolerance, and limited ability to be scaled.

### 3.2 Decentralized Management

In recent years, there has been an increased and wide interest in decentralized management techniques and cooperative distributed decision making. The central notion of decentralized management is to pursue full local autonomy while cooperating (by communicating) to achieve a global goal. The ideal is that individual management units are able to acquire information about the state of the entire system by communicating their local information to all others. However, fine-grained information about the entire system is generally not available due to the vast amount of local information that may be generated
that, if entirely transmitted, can lead to network congestion. Besides, the information received may not be up-to-date due to delays.

As a result of decentralized management the decision-making process is dispersed among different management components so as to alleviate the problems encountered in a centralized approach. The decision-making is not confined to a central component, rather it is performed by multiple management components, with managers at different clusters making key decisions relating to their sphere of responsibility and cooperating with other peers when necessary.

In such an architecture all the management peers involved in a management task play similar roles, interacting cooperatively without any distinctive role. The aim of this scheme is that each cluster performs its responsibilities independently without being hampered by the state of other clusters and only interacts with others when it is not possible to meet the global management goal locally. Besides, decentralized management can abstract the differences between managed entities in different clusters without limiting their capabilities. It is thus, a viable method to achieve a stable growth pattern in an era of ever-growing technology with the possibility of each peer having different internal management policies and mechanisms.

The main characteristics of a decentralized approach are the following.

- **Increased Availability**: Availability refers to the accessibility of a system in the presence of failure. For a centralized design, if the central management or the cluster where the management is located fails, the service becomes unavailable for other clusters as well. In contrast, with decentralized management in case of failure of one or more clusters the remaining clusters can still provide the service among themselves.

- **Fault tolerance**: Fault tolerance is the ability to function in the presence of component failures without performing incorrect actions. With decentralized management, the failure of one or more clusters can be tolerated as it only affects those services running on the failed clusters.

- **Enhanced performance**: Since services are running at multiple clusters, requests for different services do not have to line up at one management component, instead they can line up at different management components located on different clusters reducing their waiting time.

- **Better Scalability**: In general, a decentralized management scales well as the size of services and clusters grow.

- **Greater Autonomy**: The decentralization approach gives individual clusters autonomy in making their own decisions. A decentralized approach assumes that each entity is autonomous and has its own control that derives its management decision based on its policies. Local management units need only coordinate with other clusters when local information is not sufficient for making decisions.
There is a growing trend in using decentralized management approaches to support the management demands in different computing domains as the current centralized model fails to achieve the goal. For example, they are used in allocation management across nodes inside a LAN [29] as well as for network management [26, 31, 37]. The goal in this thesis is to apply this technique for inter-cluster management of resource allocations and resource usages of services that run on multiple clusters.

Figure 2: Decentralized management approach with a management entity in each cluster.

Figure 2 shows the architecture of decentralized management. Management components interact with all or part of other management components depending on situations. The arrows in the figure indicate interaction among management units. Some management units can work alone without interaction with other peers as long as their decisions can be satisfied locally.

3.2.1 Challenges

Despite its advantages, there are a lot of challenges in the decentralized management model which are discussed below.

- **Balancing the level of autonomy.** A decentralized approach assumes that each management entity is autonomous and has its own control that derives its management decision based on its policies. However, if several management units take independent decisions, the overall decisions made jointly by all management units might diverge from the global system goal. To avoid the divergence of individual management decisions, management units should communicate regularly with each other to align their decisions with the global system goal. For example, individual management units should try to make local decisions as much as possible using local information and cooperate with others when that is not possible. However, finding the balance between making local decisions and cooperative decisions is a challenge.
• **Complexity of decentralized management.** Complexity of decentralized management is higher due to the lack of a single point of control and synchronization. Consistent decentralized management is difficult to maintain when the system state constantly evolves as services are expected to consume resources continuously across clusters. The system should incur management overheads that scale slowly with the number of clusters.

• **How often to share information.** Determining how often to synchronize information among management units is challenging and depends on the management task. The goal is to address the issue of communication and synchronization overheads by minimizing the amount of information shared among peers and reducing the update frequency.

• **Decisions based on partial information.** Decision making requires knowledge of the global state of the system. In a dynamic system such knowledge, when available, may be out of date. Moreover, exchanging the whole system state among peers could put too much overhead on the system. Thus, an efficient algorithm that can work on partial information from recent historical data is required.

• **Scalability.** Due to the growing size and complexity of large-scale systems, scalability of the management unit is an important issue. The system should scale gracefully with the number of clusters and services in the system.

• **Robustness.** The system should be robust to management unit and network failures of various types. As systems scale, failures become both inevitable and commonplace. The system should localize such failures so that it continues to operate and deliver useful service in the presence of failures.

• **Long delays.** There could be long delays as some clusters communicate via WAN and the decision process should take this into account.

• **Fast optimization techniques.** Determining optimal solutions in short periods of time requires fast optimization techniques which may be difficult to realize.

A hybrid management approach can also be used [6, 12, 14] by incorporating some features of both the centralized and the decentralized approaches. Typically hybrid approaches rely on a central unit, the coordinator, that coordinates the actions of other units. The coordinator is responsible for performing global operations such as processing requests from other management units and making global decisions. The other management units control local resources and report status information to the coordinator. Moreover, each management unit can make local decision and contact the coordinator when it is not possible. This approach suffers from similar issues as centralized approach due to the single coordinator.
Chapter 4

Summary of Contributions

The publications in this thesis focus on resource allocations and resource usage management in multi-cluster large-scale environments.

4.1 Challenges Addressed

This section presents some of the challenges discussed under Section 3.2.1 which are addressed in this thesis. Papers I, II and III present highly scalable solutions for resource allocations and usage managements since the solutions scale with the number of clusters and the number of as services running on them. The solutions are also robust since instance failures are localized and the system continues to operate and deliver useful service.

Papers I and II reduce communication overhead by triggering global operations only when the allocated balance in a cluster decreases below a threshold and allocations are distributed based on demand of each cluster in a manner that avoids further immediate global operation. Moreover, Paper II combines multiple services as a bundle, which further reduces communication. Allocations are distributed using exponential moving average (EMA), which is a simple but fast and efficient technique to predict the right allocation fairly by smoothing out short peaks in demand. Allocations are calculated based on each cluster’s history of resource consumption to estimate how much allocation it can receive. Furthermore, each management unit is autonomous with respect to its sphere of control and can have its own local policies on how to spend allocations. To avoid over or under provisioning of allocations, management units communicate occasionally with each other to redistribute of allocations. I.e., individual management units try to use local allocations as long as they have enough allocations, and only communicate with each other when local allocation is below a threshold.

Paper III reduces communication by processing usage records in each cluster and applying asynchronous update propagation across clusters. Since updates
are propagated asynchronously, each instance can wait to collect a large amount of records and compress them in order to save network bandwidth and reduce update frequency. Moreover, when a request for accounting data arrives, the request can be served either locally without contacting others (provided that the requested data is in the local data store) or by reaching consensus from a majority of accounting instances. Besides, each accounting instance autonomously collect and process usage data locally while propagating updates to others occasionally. However, during accounting data request accounting instances should agree on data that should be include in the response.

4.2 Distributed Resource Allocation

4.2.1 Paper I

Paper I [24] focuses on how to manage resource allocation for services running in geographically distributed clusters. The paper presents a fully distributed resource allocation scheme for tracking resource allocations across distributed clusters. The solution monitors resource consumptions by services that are spread over a number of clusters with the goal that global polls are triggered only when the allocated balance in a cluster decreases below a threshold and allocations are reassigned in a way that avoids further immediate global polls.

Unlike a single coordinator or predefined coordinator, the paper proposes a distributed scheme that selects a per-event coordinator when needed. For each allocation event, the coordinator is selected and the clusters currently running that service form a multi-cast group to perform the allocation algorithm.

It achieves scalability by minimizing global message exchanges, increases performance by distributing requests, and improves availability by avoiding a single point of failure. Range of simulations were performed and the communication costs of the fully distributed allocation approach is compared against a base centralized resource manager algorithm, showing that the distributed approach is more efficient and effective.

4.2.2 Paper II

Paper II [39] extends the work on Paper I by adding support for prepaid credit allocations for composite services running in multiple clusters. The goal is to combine customers’ services together forming a bundle of services and to allocate credit for the bundle in order to reduce the overhead on the accounting system that could be incurred if performed individually for each service.

A distributed accounting component is deployed to manage credit allocations at each cluster. Each of the accounting components supervises the bundles in that particular cluster, and is also responsible for credit redistribution when a customer’s credit in one cluster is not sufficient to compensate for further resource usage. Credit redistribution is performed based on bundle consumption rates in a cluster.
The approach increases the overall throughput of the accounting system. Besides, it minimizes synchronization overheads so that the response time to the client is reduced.

The theoretical analyses performed indicate that the work can provide an inexpensive accounting solution for long-lived services.

4.3 Distributed Resource Usage Management

4.3.1 Paper III

Paper III [23] presents monitoring, data-collection, and synchronization mechanisms in multi-cluster environments so as to facilitate accounting and billing operations.

With today’s large-scale, geographically distributed clusters, running customers’ services across multiple clusters is a possibility. As a result services generate huge amounts of accounting records that are dispersed throughout all clusters. Available accounting systems that are centralized cannot efficiently manage these huge amounts of usage records generated across multiple clusters. To cope with this problem, the paper proposes a new approach for monitoring, collection and synchronization of accounting records in a decentralized fashion that provides a desired level of scalability.

A distributed mechanism is employed for collecting and synchronizing accounting records across a number of geographically distributed clusters as well as serving accounting request from any of the clusters in a consistent manner. The mechanism collects and merges accounting records generated from all clusters and maintains the intrinsic requirements of accounting.
Chapter 5

Future Work

5.1 Extensions to Current Work

The following are the possible extensions on resource allocations.

- **Proof for conflict resolution.** Conflicts occur when more than one cluster contends to run the algorithm simultaneously for the same service. Each management units deployed in every cluster has a unique ID as identifier and we have handled the conflict using cluster with a higher-ID-Wins protocol. The protocol has not been proved for its correctness. Formal proof of correctness of conflict resolution during coordinator selection is a natural extension to work on.

- **Resource allocations management inside clusters.** The focus of our current work has been to handle resource allocations across clusters, but we have not considered how resource allocations are handled inside clusters. We will investigate cluster-wide allocation management mechanism in order to control resource consumption of services that are running on tens of thousands of nodes.

- **Consideration of availability of resource in the infrastructure during allocation decisions.** Currently, quotas are distributed based on demands from services without considering the availability of sufficient resources in the infrastructure. We want to consider infrastructure resource availability as another parameter during the decision process. This is because services may be relocated to other clusters when there are not enough allocations available locally which may in turn lead to further decision making.

- The experiment reported in Paper II [39] was to validate the theoretical analysis with uniform bundle size across clusters. We have realized that a rigorous experiment needs to be performed. We plan to perform an experiment that takes into account communication cost as well as
performance of the system for the different schemes presented in the paper with variable bundle size across clusters. Moreover, we will investigate the minimum threshold that should be kept at each cluster before applying credit redistribution so that the services are not disturbed in the process.

5.2 Other Areas of Future Work

We think that the work presented in this thesis can be the basis for addressing the following important problems in management of large-scale infrastructures.

5.2.1 Distributed Guaranteed Differentiated Quality of Service

Service providers and their customers often negotiate utility based Service Level Agreements (SLAs) to determine costs and penalties based on the achieved performance level. Ideally, resource demands for customers should not be specified per cluster but instead a limit should be set at a cloud level allowing customers to consume resources dynamically across all clusters subject to the specified agreed overall average cloud SLA level. Mechanisms to ensure that the overall average SLA level does not go above or below a certain threshold during service provision are required but expensive to achieve [21, 24, 29]. Current works either follow a centralized approach [3, 8] or do not provide guaranteed services [2, 42, 43].

In our future work we want to investigate distributed architectures for providing guaranteed differentiated quality of service for clouds composed of multiple clusters distributed across the globe. We aim to maximize the revenue while balancing the cost (penalty) of using the resources for different SLA class (e.g., gold, silver, and bronze customers). Each cluster provides differentiated quality of service for customers in a decentralized fashion while cooperating with other clusters to maintain the overall average SLA levels of each customer and maximizing revenues for the cloud service providers.

The idea is that overall average SLA levels are maintained through cooperative interaction and partial information sharing among different clusters. SLA violations at some clusters could be allowed as long as overall average SLAs are maintained while the service provider is able to make profit. Furthermore, no single decision-maker with a global view of the system is required to guide the decision process. All clusters should make local predictions using local information combined with partial information exchanged from other clusters.

5.2.2 Service Centric Load Balancing

Load balancing algorithms adopting a service centric objective function aim to optimize the performance of each individual service. When the services are geographically dispersed over multiple clusters, these services are connected
through relatively low-speed networks. Hence network delay for data transfer may become a significant factor in the load balancing strategy. It is important to have a decentralized load-balancing scheme that takes network delay into consideration, performs load balancing locally at each clusters, and cooperates regularly with other clusters to assure that the global goal is satisfied.

We plan to investigate how our approach on allocation redistribution could be adapted for load redistribution for services running across multiple clusters.
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